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Abstract. At present, the company mainly relies on data to promote the monitoring business, but 
lacks effective data mining technology, tools, methods and business scenarios suitable for the 
operation supervision business. Operations supervision urgently needs to strengthen the basic 
capacity building of data mining, design data mining technology library, data mining tool library 
and scenario database of operation supervision, which meet the actual needs, and play a greater role 
in developing value mining of electric power data and decision-making of service companies. 

1. Introduction 
Developing the operation supervision business is the strategic choice of the company's Party group 
after systematic and forward-looking thinking. It is an effective way for modern enterprises to crack 
the "big enterprise disease", prevent and control the risk, and enhance the value-added services. It 
conforms to the historical logic and the trend of the times. 

Since its inception, the operation supervision business has played a unique role in improving the 
company's operational efficiency, improving the level of lean management, and providing important 
decision support. The effect of serving the company's decision-making has initially shown. 

In the new historical period, the company has established a new era strategic goal of building a 
world-class energy Internet enterprise. In this situation, the company has higher requirements for 
the operation supervision business, and the operation supervision is facing greater challenges. 

At present, the company mainly relies on data to promote the monitoring business, but lacks 
effective data mining technology, tools, methods and business scenarios suitable for the operation 
supervision business. Operations supervision urgently needs to strengthen the basic capacity 
building of data mining, design data mining technology library, data mining tool library and 
scenario database of operation supervision, which meet the actual needs, and play a greater role in 
developing value mining of electric power data and decision-making of service companies. 

From the perspective of enterprise operation, this paper mainly studies the construction of data 
mining technology base, data mining tool base and decision scenario base of company operation 
supervision, and chooses Shanghai and Northern Hebei as pilot areas to carry out typical application 
of the results of this project, which is helpful for decision analysis of company leaders and 
professional departments. It provides important reference and reference. 

2. Conclusion 
Firstly, the development process of operation supervision business relies too much on a few data 
mining technologies, and the accuracy and rationality of operation supervision monitoring and early 
warning, as well as the depth and breadth of data analysis are constrained to a certain extent. 
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At present, in the subject of normal monitoring and analysis, the operation supervision business 
mainly focuses on descriptive analysis describing the distribution state. The diagnostic analysis of 
the reasons is not high, and the predictive and intelligent analysis accounts for less. The data mining 
technology used mainly supports "drilling query, multi-dimensional analysis" simply. 

In the scenario of comprehensive analysis, descriptive analysis and diagnostic analysis are the 
main methods of operation supervision business, while predictive analysis is not high. The data 
mining technology used mainly supports classification statistics and correlation analysis. The 
specific application algorithms include regression analysis, time series, clustering, decision tree and 
so on. The above algorithms are frequently used in diagnostic analysis and predictive analysis 
scenarios of operational monitoring, while other comprehensive analysis methods have not yet been 
involved. 

Secondly, the comprehensive tools of data mining and special tools such as data cleaning, data 
desensitization, data analysis and verification and evaluation have been piloted and applied in some 
operational scenarios of operational supervision, and their supporting effect on operational 
supervision business is beginning to show results. 

At present, the comprehensive data mining tools of operation supervision have been tested and 
applied in the fields of customer service, operation and maintenance. The special tools such as data 
cleaning tools, data desensitization tools, data analysis and inspection and evaluation tools have also 
been popularized and applied in the data preprocessing link, which preliminarily meets the analysis 
and mining needs of operation supervision business. To achieve efficient and high-quality modeling 
and analysis of operations supervision business and display of results. 

Thirdly, the utilization level of mature commercial tools and open source tools still needs to be 
improved. 

At present, there are many data mining software on the market, including data mining tools in 
specific fields and general data mining tools, enterprise-level data mining software and small, 
lightweight data mining software for specific application problems, among which there are many 
excellent commercial tools and flexible open source tools. 

At this stage, Transport Supervision has introduced some commercial tools and open source 
tools according to business needs. For example, in thematic analysis, Operations Supervision 
introduced Oracle, EXCEL, SPSS, R and other mainstream data processing software; in 
visualization applications, Operations Supervision introduced Tableau, VBI and other visualization 
tools to configure the monitoring screen. However, because most of the operators come from other 
professional fields such as marketing and scheduling, the ability of code programming and data 
analysis is not high, and the expertise and skills of data processing and data modeling are deficient, 
the effect of the commercial tools and open source tools that have been introduced is affected. 

Fourthly, there is a lack of high-value and exclusive "business scenarios" for operation 
supervisor, which urgently needs to design and develop "business scenarios" for decision-making 
level. 

Operations supervision business has the characteristics of "three-span" - cross-department, 
cross-level, cross-domain, involving a wide range of business scenarios. However, the lack of 
high-value, exclusive and decision-oriented business scenarios is one of the important shortcomings 
of operations supervision business. 

(1) In the aspect of data mining, the boundary between the operation supervision business and 
other business (such as marketing) of the company is not clear enough, which results in the overlap 
and duplication between the operation supervision business and other business departments in the 
topic selection of "scenario" in data analysis. (2) Descriptive analysis and diagnostic analysis 
methods are widely used in operation monitoring reports, and there is a lack of specially designed 
decision analysis models, which makes the development and utilization of "business scenarios" not 
deep enough to produce influential research results. 

Fifth, the introduction and evaluation of data mining tools by companies are lack of institutional 
norms, and repeated and invalid imports happen occasionally. 
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At present, the company's big data application is mainly based on the independent demand and 
research of various professions and units. Decentralized management results in repeated 
introduction and development of data mining tools with the same or similar functions, which wastes 
a lot of internal resources. At the company level, it is urgent to manage the process of introducing 
data mining tools as a whole. 

In addition, the addition, deletion and updating of data mining tools should be balanced between 
the professional flexibility of the software and the universality of the software, taking into account 
the practicability and cost-effectiveness of the tools. Therefore, it is necessary for professionals to 
make scientific calculations and deal with the follow-up work of regular maintenance and personnel 
training after the introduction of the tools. However, at present, the company lacks a clear system 
and process for this link, which makes it impossible to hold accountable even if the tool is invalid. 

3. Recommendations 
Firstly, we should constantly enrich and improve the data mining technology database of operation 
supervision in line with the development needs of operation supervision business. 

Keeping up with the frontier of data mining technology at home and abroad, and combining with 
the development needs of the company's operation supervision business, we constantly develop and 
enrich the basic algorithm library and high-performance parallel algorithm library which have 
strong specificity and are suitable for operation supervision business. At the same time, on the basis 
of business-driven, more forecasting models are established, more data are saved and applied, and 
the accuracy and rationality of operation monitoring and forecasting as well as the depth and 
breadth of data analysis are continuously improved. 

The second is to actively promote the comprehensive data mining tool as a universal and basic 
tool for the operation supervision business, and further enhance the compatibility of special tools 
such as data cleaning, data desensitization, data analysis and verification and evaluation. 

In view of the comprehensive tools of data mining, we should fully implement the deployment 
and application of the comprehensive tools of data mining in the operation supervision business in 
the future. The comprehensive tools should be used as a general and basic analysis and exploration 
tool to carry out the operation supervision business, to carry out sub-thematic and sub-scenario 
analysis and modeling, and to carry out technical exchanges based on the comprehensive tools. 
Mining competition organization and sharing of results. Timely access to feedback information on 
the use of comprehensive data mining tools in operation supervision, so as to accurately and 
comprehensively evaluate data mining tools, and promote the continuous improvement and 
updating of tools. 

In view of the special tools such as data cleaning tools, data desensitization tools, data analysis 
and verification and evaluation tools which are strongly related to business, it is suggested that on 
the basis of the current tool version, R&D efforts should be increased, and suggestions should be 
optimized and updated through the use of feedback tools by business personnel, based on the 
continuous accumulation of sound business rules and logic. Continuously adjust the function 
modules of tools to upgrade compatibility. 

Thirdly, while strengthening the introduction of external data mining tools, we should also pay 
attention to systematic professional skills training for operational supervision personnel, and keep 
track of the development trends of open source tools and commercial tools, regularly and 
selectively into the operational supervision data mining tool library. 

It is suggested that in the future, operations supervisors should strengthen the introduction and 
systematic training of mature tools such as RapidMiner and Tableau, enhance the application ability 
of tools for operation supervisors, and organize the encapsulation and training of common software 
packages such as python, sklearning and matlibplot, so as to reduce the difficulty of personnel's use 
and fully release the value of existing tools. 

In addition, the database of data mining tools constructed in this subject is developed according 
to the current situation and current needs of operation supervision business. With the change of 
operation supervision business and the development of data mining technology and tools, it is 
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necessary to dynamically adjust the function and composition of tools in operation supervision data 
mining tool library regularly. Continue to follow up the latest open source and commercial data 
mining tools, compare the applicability of tools periodically, and constantly incorporate the latest 
and most available tools into the operational monitoring data mining tool library. 

Fourth, firmly establish the concept that the application of "business scenario" is more important 
than data itself, and actively organize and carry out business scenario collection activities within the 
company. 

Although this topic has designed several "decision scenarios", compared with the earnest 
expectations of the company's leadership for the operation supervision business - 
"Thousand-mile-eye, windy ear, iron abacus, early warning aircraft", the number is far from 
enough. 

The company should fully realize that the application of analytical creativity and business 
scenarios is more important than the data itself. It should design incentive mechanism and 
company-level award mechanism, encourage the grass-roots units and individuals of the company 
to actively participate in the design and selection of monitoring business scenarios and analysis 
topics, and collect and organize them within the company. Operations Supervisory Analysis Theme, 
Effectively promote the core competence building of operations Supervisory. 

Fifth, the company establishes an open and transparent data mining tool introduction and 
post-evaluation system. 

Establish the introduction and evaluation system of data mining tools, clarify the process of 
adding and deleting tools, updating tools and implementation plan, and complete tool evaluation, 
tool library maintenance and tool training by specialized departments and personnel. Fully 
implement the application and landing of the data mining tool library for operation supervision, 
timely obtain feedback from operators on the use of tools, and periodically make a comprehensive 
evaluation of the use of data mining tools and tool library, so as to promote the continuous 
improvement and updating of the tool library. 
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